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Yves Dreier and Eik Frenzel share a fundamental interest in creative work and a 
special passion for architecture. In addition to their work in their joint architectural 
office in Lausanne, Yves Dreier has been writing high-quality architectural critiques 
since 2003 in various architecture publications, including Werk, Bauen + Wohnen, 
which is probably the most significant German-Swiss architectural journal. By con-
trast , the Dresden-born Eik Frenzel has been working as an architectural photo-
grapher since 2006. That gives the two architects a special depth of experience, 
leading to a series of intense, often experimentally developed buildings of varying 
sizes. In doing so, each of the architects’ designs reacts in an extremely subtle 
way to the location and programme. The constant fundamental study of the 
underlying atmosphere and the external expression of their buildings forms the 
thread connecting their early constructed works.
For instance the simple programme of a garden pavilion inspired them to conceive 
a furniture-like building that only stands on three points and precisely follows the 
sloping terrain with three different levels. The unity of the materials and the effect 
of three “hovering” volumes that are held together by a uniform ceiling level give 
the building a peaceful, epic poetry. The architects found entirely different condi-
tions for the Ecoquartier Jonction in Geneva. The highly urban location and its 
heterogeneous utilisation for housing, industry and commerce led the architects 
to design a courtyard type with extremely variable, adaptable floor plans. The resi-
dential uses inspired very deep, continuous balconies that made a wide range of 
furnishing and utilisation possible. The development is a living organism that reflects 
the diversity of today’s urban forms of living in a very concise way, thereby inter-
preting Le Corbusier’s idea of the machine à habiter in an extended and contem-
porary way.
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Pavilion, Confignon
2009 – “Garden Shelf”

The concrete summer pavilion is situated on a sloping plot near Geneva. It stands 
on only three points of the steep topography, playing on the themes of balance 
and mass. The volume – half building, half furniture – recalls a shelf that is placed 
in the garden. It accommodates three functional units, each with different pro-
portions: a storage room, a kitchen and a living room for the summer. Depending 
on the season, the window shutters made of glazed wood can be opened or closed, 
thereby completing the abstract concrete form.

Cantonal court , Lausanne
2011 – “Five cubes”

Only the interior of the existing Cantonal court by the architect Ivan Kolecek 
was converted with the aim of condensing and reorganising the workplaces. To 
aid orientation and fulfil applicable security regulations, the connections between 
the public and private areas were redefined. Five abstract cubes made of steel 
and glass were aligned so that they are perceived immediately from the entrance 
and the main stairwell. They serve as entrance lobbies to different courtrooms and 
assume a wide range of functions. Depending on requirements, they are some-
times closed, sometimes open, sometimes dark, sometimes empty and sometimes 
occupied. In this way, they adapt to the various tasks and indicate activity at an 
otherwise silent , serious location. 

Villa, Berlin
2013 – “Disks and cocoon”

This house for a four-person family was designed in the midst of a garden colony 
in the north of Berlin. Large apertures and rotated wall disks address the theme 
of the close relationship between the garden and the single-storey residential 
area. Views outwards and inwards are managed and staged. They play with the 
neighbourhood, strengthen the perspectives, create visual axes or provide privacy. 
In the two-storey room wing, however, intimacy plays the greatest role. This binary 



distribution of room atmospheres is also reflected in the building volumetrics, 
which consist of two perpendicular wings. Outside, slim load-bearing brick wall 
disks and delicate concrete ceilings give the house the light appearance of a 
pavilion, which benefits from its placement in the midst of the property, providing 
views in all four directions.

Transformation of a tennis club and restaurant, Bernex
2013 – “Baldachin”

The renovation of the tennis club house of the community of Bernex near Geneva 
offered the chance to redef ine its prestigious character and its identity as a 
municipal institution. The restaurant with a terrace is situated in a privileged lo-
cation at the extension of the spectator stands and benefits from the view of the 
entire tennis facility. The centrally located restaurant on the ground floor and 
the entrance to the changing rooms in the basement form the fundamental spatial 
structure around which the service, sanitary and accessing areas are aligned. The 
precise allocation of colours signals the public use of the building and creates a 
playfully sporty atmosphere. The façade plaster applied in vertical strips evokes 
the image of a tent; it also gives the building a light, ephemeral appearance, with 
an elegant, noble character.

Villa, Arzier
2013 – “Sculpture and structure”

The spatial complexity of this project is the result of a double material selection. 
A massive concrete sculpture provides access to all bathrooms and cellar rooms. 
It forms a powerful backbone and appears to be f irmly set in the hillside. Upon 
it , a vertical wooden structure rests on stilts, providing panorama views of Lake 
Geneva and Mont Blanc. The living areas are accommodated on three levels that 
are spanned between the wood and concrete. Towards the street , the massive 
façade with small window openings provides privacy, while to the south, it opens 
out towards the landscape using expansive glazing. From the entrance level, the 
stairs create a path resembling grappling tentacles as it winds its way through the 
house. 



Ecoquartier Jonction, residential building FVGLS, Geneva
2015 – “Social Loft”

The new residential and mixed quarter at the Jonction in Geneva provides space 
for 300 apartments, a school, a museum depot , an underground car park and 
numerous public and commercial facilities. It provides a new framework for a wide 
range of mixed uses. The large scale and materialisation of the three different 
building volumes recall the location’s industrial past (where Artamis used to be 
located). Their alternating positions create a network of new, public urban spaces 
that are used as an urban square, a green area, a playground, a sports facility and 
terraces for businesses. Mutual architectural themes combine the three buildings 
as an ensemble and give the new quarter a specific character. Differences in the 
volumetrics and adapted colours give each individual building its own expression. 
The project mixes the spatial qualities of two different living forms: the loft and 
social housing, resulting in the hybrid name “social loft”, which takes into account 
the diversity of forms of living in our society.

Extension apartment building, Renens
2016 – “Métissage”

The single-family home from the 1950s was converted and extended to provide 
space for three new residential units. Communal rooms distributed throughout 
the floors, such as a library, a studio, a workshop and a laundry room, bring to-
gether the residents in a spatial and social relationship despite their separate 
entrance. The architectural concept, which is based on the interplay between the 
characteristics of the existing building and those of the extension, allows the uniform 
and coherent perception of the building ensemble. The façade of the extension, 
which is conceived like an inhabited conservatory, is determined by the regularity 
and lightness of the steel load-bearing structure. The small volumes achieve an 
appropriate scale for residential buildings in the quarter. 
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